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Abstract
The transfer of new products and processes from R&D to manufacturing is very important to the
overall success of the project. There are several key issues, described in the literature, which
contribute to the level of success in this transfer. Case studies of three projects, at an electronics
company, are used to evaluate the key issues as compared to those described in the literature.
Goal Compatibility, Location, Communication, Resources, Management Support, and Complexity
were the key issues in the cases studied. These issues are consistent with those identified in the
literature. However, the impact of collocation was greater than what might have been anticipated
from the literature. Also, through the case studies, three elements of Goal Compatibility were
defined.
Literature
The literature search revealed material that can be grouped into two primary categories, the
R&D/Production interface and collocation.
The search was conducted on the topics of successful transfers of new products from design to
manufacturing. Key words for the search included; Design, R&D, engineering, manufacturing,
production, prototype, pilot, transfer, interface, learning, and new products. Because there was
also an interest in the effects of location, this subject was also searched.
Technology transfer
Ginn and Rubenstein (4) considered successful transfer through this interface, between R&D and
Production, to have a direct bearing on the growth and productivity of manufacturing firms. They
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found this interface to be a region of intense activity between the personnel in those two groups.
They also found that it is a focus of frequent interpersonal conflicts.
Ginn and Rubenstein investigated the factors which appeared to influence or be related to the
degree of conflict at this interface. Conflict and uncertainty of production outcomes were found to
be closely related. Conflict and incompatibility of goals also were found to be interconnected.
They also found that power tends to be exerted to overcome interface barriers.
Ginn and Rubenstein also attempted to relate harder measures of project success (such as
technical and commercial success) to softer variables (such as conflict, uncertainty and power) in
a way which helps to understand the process of innovation through this interface. They found that
expanding markets and new technologies led to more uncertainty and complexity. More novel and
sophisticated products and processes lead to more uncertainty and conflict. However, they also
tend to be more successful. In general, more successful projects exhibit more uncertainty, conflict
and use of power.
Ginn and Rubenstein concluded that integrators are hampered because of the fundamental
differences in goal orientations between R&D and Production. Therefore, they recommend the
reduction of the fundamental barrier of goal incompatibility. They suggest four tools to accomplish
this:
• Bringing manufacturing in earlier during the innovation process
• Emphasizing participation during goal setting
• Introducing new products for future growth as well as volume of production
• Establishing a reward system that recognizes innovation.
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Vasconcellos (12) concluded that the strongest barrier. to technology transfer from R&D to
Production is the lack of effective communication. He found this to be even more critical for large
companies and for high technology companies.
The second strongest barrier is that testing new products and processes paralyzes the production
line. This was found to be especially critical for smaller companies and traditional technology
companies.
Thirty percent or more of the participants in Vasconcellos' stUdy also selected two other barriers
as significant: Production is routine oriented and resists innovation; and R&D goals are not know
by production.
From his study, Vasconcellos compiled the following list of integrating tools:
• Design a technology plan with the participation of Production and other company units.
Definition of priorities and identification of the main needs and capabilities of the factory are
examples of topics to be covered by such a plan.
• Decentralize R&D, creating units close to the main production sectors.
• Implement a matrix structure so that research projects will have formal participation from the
production Division and from other units of the company.
• Establish job rotation between R&D and Production.
Souder and Padmanabhan (11) studied 12 firms and the transfer of 34 technologies to
manufacturing. They identified 5 significant barriers to successful transfer. These are; 1)
Inadequate staffing by manufacturing 2) Technology perceived as too fragile 3) Technology
perceived as too complex 4) Manufacturing management feared disruption to the plant 5)
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Manufacturing management was preoccupied with other problems. They found that more barriers
correlated to lower chance for success.
They also identified 7 significant promoters to success and again found that the presence of more
promoters increases the chance of success. The promoters are; 1) Counterpart top level
champions 2) Manufacturing involvement at the Design Stage 3) R&D and Manufacturing jointly
select manufacturing equipment vendors 4) Vendors provide training 5) Vendors are involved
early in the design process 6) In-plant demonstration by R&D/Manufacturing team 7) An
experienced engineer, from the Plant staff, is dedicated to the project.
Souder and Padmanabhan found that barriers could be overcome by applying all of the
promoters. However, they noted that there is a cost to this and that promoters could be applied
more selectively, to reduce those costs. Particular groups of promoters were found to be effective
in neutralizing particular groups of barriers.
One of the barriers to transfer is that new products require testing on the manufacturing line,
which is in conflict with high volume production. A pilot plant can allow testing without this conflict.
Abita (1) recognized that for most situations a pilot plant is not practical. Therefore, he
investigated organizational means to reduce this conflict.
Gray (5) discussed the importance of manufacturing to the health of companies. He also
discussed the importance of cooperation and communication between R&D and manufacturing.
Wolff (13) and Dean & Susman (3) offered further suggestions for improving the R&D/Production
interface and the organization for manufacturable design.
A summary of the Literature on technology transfer is presented in Table 1.
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Summary of Literature on technology transfer from R&D to Production
Ginn and Rubenstein
• Goal Incompatibility (R&D to Production) is the primary barrier to transfer
They suggested the following tools:
• Bringing manufacturing in earlier during the innovation process
• Emphasizing participation during goal setting
• Introducing new products for future growth as well as volume of production
• Establishing a reward system that recognizes innovation.
Vasconcellos
• Lack of effective communication is the strongest barrier
• Testing, new products and processes, Paralyzes the production Line.
• Production is routine oriented and resists innovation.
• R&D goals are not know by production.
From his study, Vasconcellos compiled the following list of integrating tools:
• Design a technology plan with the participation of Production and others.
• Decentralize R&D, creating units close to the main production sectors.
• Implement a matrix structure so that research projects will have formal participation from the
production Division and from other units.
• Establish a job rotation between R&D and Production.
Souder and Padmanabhan
Significant barriers to successful transfer are:
• Inadequate staffing by manufacturing
• Technology perceived as too fragile
• Technology perceived as too complex
• Manufacturing management feared disruption to the plant
• Manufacturing management was preoccupied with other problems.
• More barriers correlated to lower cha'nce for success.
Significant promoters to success are:
• Counterpart top level champions
• Manufacturing involvement at Design Stage
• R&D and Manufacturing select vendors
• Vendor provides training
• Vendor early involvement
• In-plant demonstration by R&D/mfg team
• Plant dedicated an experienced engineer.
• More promoters increases the chance of success
Table 1
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Collocation
The studies.of Thomas Allen (2) demonstrated that informal communication increases as distance
decreases. His original work on the effects of location and distance is far from the last discussion
of this topic.
Rafii (10) concluded that collocation was not sufficient or necessary and not always feasible.
Collocation is not sufficient because frequent communication is not necessarily valuable
communication. Oral communication can lead to sloppy record keeping. Also, skunk-works type
isolation can hamper transfer/diffusion of learning to the rest of the organization. A related issue is
that members can fall behind state of the art in functional areas. He concluded that information
technology and electronic communication have made collocation unnecessary. Finally, he
concluded that collocation is not feasible for global companies and that Allen's work indicated that
once the distance exceeded 200' that there is no difference in communication.
Rafii presented his "unified holistic approach" as follows:
• Proper Organizational Structure and Management which enables the team to make decisions
• Management Processes and Systems which encourage shared goals
• Appropriate skills, experience and attitudes
Patti, Gilbert & Hartman (9) confirmed that physical collocation increased the frequency of face to
face meetings. Their study, of 82 firms, went further to investigate these relationships to project
success. They found a positive relationship between the frequency of face to face meetings and
new product development schedule performance. They found a borderline correlation between
the frequency of face to face meetings and final product quality and budget. They suspected that
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the advantages of collocation would be·strongest during the early stages of the project. However,
due to lack of data, they were unable to confirm this.
Patti & Gilbert (8) explained the basis for the theory that collocation would be most advantageous
duril)g the early stages of a project. Media Richness Theory states that ambiguous situations
need rich communication, such as face to face meetings. Lean communication is best when data
only is needed. At this point, the key issues and pertinent questions are already understood. They
also referred to the Drexler/Sibbet Team Performance Model, which states that same time and
same place communication is needed during orientation and during trust building. They concluded
that collocation is not an all or nothing approach. They recommend it be used early in the project,
when ambiguity is high. They also suggest that there is flexibility in where the team is collocated,
to what degree it is collocated, considering that it can be part time. The makeup of the team, they
suggest, is an important consideration. The degree of difference in team members' goals,
measures and jargon are considered. Also the projected length of time for orientation and trust
building is considered.
This work by Patti &Gilbert ties together some of the conflicts which Rafii introduces with his
interpretation of Allen's work with regard to collocation. They confirmed the relationship between
location, frequent communication and some measures of project success. However, they also
recognize that frequent communication is not always necessary. Instead, that it is necessary at
particular stages. And as Rafii stated face to face communication is not always productive. Patti
and Gilbert concur that lean communication is best in some situations. Also, once again, the
importance of alignment of goals and measures is addressed.
Meyer (7) studied 14 large multinational companies and how they achieved R&D communication.
He found tools which were used to stimulate communication and summarized them into the
following five key categories; Socialization efforts, Rules and Procedures, Boundary Spanning
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Roles, Organizational Mechanisms and Electronic Communication. Regarding Electronic
Communication, he had the following summary points:
• Most companies used electronic communication for Coordinative Information
• Electronic communication also had a high use in Innovative Information which could be
analyzed with standard procedures
• When handling high complexity Innovative Information, the problem solving content of the
electronic communication decreased. It was then used for coordination purposes only.
• A "Half Life Effect" was found to exist with respect to the effectiveness of electronic
communication. After a face to face meeting, electronic communication was effective. Over
time the effectiveness of the communication would decay. Periodic face to face meetings
were required to maintain confidence in the relationship and return the full effectiveness of the
electronic communication.
Meyers definition of "complex innovative information" is consistent with the Media richness theory
of rich communication. His definitions of coordinative information and the use of electronic
communication are consistent with lean communication.
A summary of the literature on collocation is presented in Table 2.
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Summary of Literature on Collocation
Allen
• Informal communication increases as distance decreases
Rafii
• Frequent communication not necessarily valuable communication
• Oral communication can lead to sloppy record keeping
• Skunk-works isolation can hamper transfer to the rest of the organization
• Information technology makes collocation unnecessary
Patti, Gilbert, Hartman
• Collocation increases number of face to face meetings
• Positive correlation between number of face to face meetings and schedule performance
Patti &Gilbert
• Ambiguous situations need rich communication - such as face to face meetings (media
richness theory)
• Lean communication best for data only communication
• Drexler Sibbet team performance model- Same time same place communication needed
during team building
• Collocation most important during early part of project
Meyer
• Electronic communication used for coordinative information
• When dealing with high complexity innovative information, electronic communication limited to
coordinative information
• Half life effect - periodic face to face meetings required to maintain effectiveness of electronic
communication
Table 2
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Introduction
Three cases of transfer were studied to determine which factors were most important to success.
These cases all occurred at the same company. This company is a worldwide supplier of
electronic controls. It is recognized for high quality, innovative products. New product innovations
feed the continued growth of the company. The company designs, manufactures, sells and
services its own products.
The Saturn project took an existing product and improved its functionality, plus completely
redesigned the manufacturing process. The product was redesigned from the ground up. A new
automated production line was designed and built in parallel with the product redesign. The
product functional improvements were significant but incremental. The introduction of the
automated line was a breakthrough technology for the company. A single project team was
assembled to implement the product redesign -and the process in parallel. Suppliers were involved
early in the project to develop parts to achieve Design For Manufacture. A site 20 miles from the
engineering team was selected over options which were over 1000 miles away. Then at the later
stages of the project the team was moved to be with the new line as it was started.
The Mercury project combined a breakthrough new product with breakthrough manufacturing
technology. The product provided capability that could be applied in new markets. These new
markets had not been accessible with existing products. The technologies used to achieve the
performance were new to the application. These new technologies also created new challenges in
manufacturing technologies. The processes used were new to the company. The product was
introduced into a manufacturing plant that was over 1000 miles away from the design team. The
site was selected because capital equipment, required by the process, was located at this plant.
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For reasons to be discussed, the Mercury production was later moved to a site 20 miles away.
This transfer is the third case which will be considered. By this time additional equipment was
available at the Local plant and the manufacturing process was under significant redesign. A
dedicated manufacturing team was also bein~ established to introduce new products and
technologies.
Method
Individuals from the engineering and plant teams were interviewed. For all three projects the Plant
manager, engineering leader, a project engineer and the manufacturing engineering manager
were interviewed. For the Mercury projects, the Engineering and Operations managers were also
interviewed. This was a total of ten different individuals. Some of them played a role in more than
one project. Each individual was asked to describe their view of the transfer from R&D to
production. They were asked to tell what had worked well and what had not worked well. They
were asked to compare the effectiveness and success of this transfer to others at this company.
The information from the interviews was then coded to identify the key issues as jUdged by the
interviewees in these projects.
After the interviewees had completed the initial interview, they were asked to rate the project in 28
key areas. These were the key areas, which had been identified in the literature. For example, the
literature stated that effective communication (between the engineering team and the plant) was
key to successful transfer. Therefore, the interviewees were asked to rate the effectiveness of the
communication, for that project, as high, medium or low. An average rating was determined for
each project in each area.
With that information, the success of each project was then compared to what was predicted by
the literature. For example, Souder presented 5 key barriers and 7 key promoters to success.
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Souder also presented a model to calculate the probability of success of the transfer based on the
number of barriers and promoters present. This estimate of success was then compared to the
actual success of the project. The key issues identified in the other literature were also compared
to the actual project results. As the interviewers responded to the survey, it often triggered further
discussion. This information was then added to the data from the initial interview.
Results of the Case Interviews
Saturn
In January of 1995, two people researched the costs of an existing product. The next year, a
project objective was formalized, 5 people were added to the project and one of the original
members moved on to another assignment. By the middle of the year, the concept for the product
redesign and production line had been developed. It was to be built in a high volume but relatively
low technology environment. The history of the company had been to invest in new technology as
it related to new product introductions. New product sales helped to fuel the growth of the
company. Production lines had been set up to use proven technology. They had also been set up
to use flexible tooling that could be qUickly adapted to support new products or changes in
customer demand. Automation had been used only when needed to meet product performance,
quality requirements or when the automation was flexible enough to be used across many
products and was likely to be applicable to yet to be developed products.
The team continued on a path that was consistent with past manufacturing practices until the
company president challenged the traditional approach to manufacturing. At that time the team
was both excited by the opportunity to attempt a new level of automation and also tremendously
challenged by the task ahead. The team went on to prove the viability of the automation
approach.
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During this process, an executive advisory board that included Senior managers, Plant managers
from each manufacturing site, and Consultants, guided the team. The Local plant was eventually
selected for the project. This plant was best suited to support the new automation. The Plant
manager for the Local plant was part of the project specification sign off. He also visited key
suppliers during the development phase.
Early in the development of the automation approach, this executive advisory board suggested
that the development team plan on moving to the manufacturing plant as soon as construction of
the new assembly line was to begin. The move to the plant in 1997 brought challenges in
communication with headquarters, which the team had just left. The team had been located in one
of two buildings at headquarters. The team was in an area of their own, but just one floor below
the office of the person responsible for manufacturing. This senior manager was both a key
supporter and key customer of the project. The teams office area was 30 feet from a single flight
of stairs then another 30 feet to his office. This senior manager would just stop by to see how
things were going or the team members would often happen to run into him and give an update of
how things were going.
After the move to the manufacturing plant, communication became a challenge. The senior
manager requested written reports. The team was not as comfortable with this form of
communication and missed the informal dialog.
The team also had a challenge in the process of capital expenditure tracking. As noted previously,
most major technology development projects dealt with the introduction of new products. This was
handled within the R&D department and was considered to be part of an investment in new
business development. The Saturn automation was primarily a manufacturing project where the
standards for investments are evaluated under different requirements. The team was not
prepared to deal with this difference and had difficulty meeting expectations.
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While these budget issues did take an unexpected level of attention by the team, they did not take
the project off track. The team received strong support from senior management. One key
engineer on the project noted that they received support when an unexpected and large
investment was required to keep the project on track. He also noted that management supported
other required changes in policy or practice to implement the new technology.
In the words of the project leader, the most powerful aspect of moving the team to the
manufacturing plant was the undeniable sense of reality and sense of urgency. He said, "There
was never a question that if the machines, or a part, or whatever, were not working, that we would
say, Oh, I don't believe that. You (people in the plant) must be doing something wrong. There was
no denying it."
Therefore, there was no time wasted on deciding if there was really a problem. Often, when
troubleshooting occurs over the phone, the engineer would start by assuming that there was no
problem and direct the technician on site through basic checks. The assumption would have been
that the people in the plant were just doing something wrong. However, when the engineer was
on the line, they were part of the action and jumped right into troubleshooting. They also felt the
urgency, as a production line was stopped, people watched and the clock continued to tick. As the
project leader said, 'There was no substitute for living it."
The team leader also noted that the team was autonomous. They had the ability to make
decisions on the spot. This combined with the collocation was very powerful. He believes that
both were necessary for success. Their on the spot, knowledge would not have been useful, if
they had to go back to headquarters for approval to take action. The interference from senior
management was really minimal for such a significant project. The team leader noted that the
requests for written updates were really necessary given the importance of the project and the
autonomy granted to the team.
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An additional advantage of the collocation was that the team was better able to estaplish a bond
with the people in the plant which enhanced their credibility with plant personnel. The engineering
team helped to develop the maintenance team at the plant, enabling them to maintain this
equipment. In doing this, they also helped recruit and train new people and add new skills to the
group. As a result, the development paths for the people in the group have been enhanced. The
Plant Manager noted the importance of this bond.
He also said it was important that the team lived by the plant's rules. For example, for safety
reasons, no food or drinks were allowed in the production areas. The engineers desks were
placed directly adjacent to the production area. The engineers were accustomed to having food
and drinks at their desks. Furthermore, there were no safety issues with food and drinks at the
desks. However, a joint team of production and engineering decided that the engineers must
abide by the same rules.
The Plant Manager gave a further example of this bond. As the team was struggling to bring the
line up to the desired production rate, they established a team celebration. The production team
leader brought in a large school bell. Every time they reached 1000 units from the line, they would
ring the bell and everyone on the line would cheer. It really created a competitive and fun
environment where everyone shared in the accomplishments.
Communication between the engineering team and the plant manager was good. The project
leader noted that there was good alignment between the plant manager and the engineering
team. The problems perceived by the plant manager were the same issues which the team was
addressing.
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The Plant manger also noted that, as the customer, the plant could not write every requirement
into the specifications. "The needs evolved and became apparent over the course of the project."
By living in the plant, the team was able to adapt to these requirements as they evolved.
As the team was working to bring the line up to full speed, another technique contributed to its
success. Every hour representatives from the engineering team, production, quality and machine
technicians would meet to review progress. They would review production quality and quantity for
the past hour. If there were any problems, they would grapple with them. They would at least
reach an agreement on the definition of the problem and record it for future improvement. In some
cases they were able to address the problem on the spot.
The Plant manager also noted that the level of synergy between the engineering and plant teams
was higher than on most projects. There have been many new product transfers to the Local
plant. Many of those transfers have been successful. However, considering one transfer that was
not as successful, the Plant manager observed that the level of synergy was not nearly as high as
in the Saturn project.
The Plant manager noted that there was some negative effect of haVing the engineering team in
the plant. Eventually, it became a crutch for the plant team. At that point, it was necessary for the
engineering team to move on. The project leader also noted that, during their time at the plant,
they were out of sight of the engineers at headquarters. The engineers at headquarters did not
know what the team was doing.
However, one key engineering team member found only benefits to being at the plant. When
asked if there were any disadvantages, he responded, "No. Not if your objective is to make the
new technology work!"
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Rafii discussed the importance of transferring knowledge, gained in one project, throughout the
company. The Mercury project had started at the Remote plant and had moved to the Local plant
at about the same time as the Saturn Project was completed. When the Mercury project was'
moved to the Local plant, there was a conscious effort to utilize some of the lessons learned from
the Saturn project.
Mercury at Remote Plant
The Mercury product posed many new challenges for the company. There was a high level of
complexity with many new things happening all at once. This is a whole new product line with new
applications issues in the field. Some of the design technology was new for the company. The
manufacturing technology was also new in many ways. There were new processes such as high-
density circuit assembly and high-density board level testing. The original manufacturing process
also required several batched processes. (This is a process in which a large group of parts' are
completely processed through one step before any of these parts continue to the next step.) This
was a significant break from the direction of continuous flow and flexible manufacturing
processes. Circuit boards were processed through automatic placement equipment, programming
equipment, hand component insertion, curing, tuning, board level test, final assembly, final testing
and packaging. The use of batched processes was reqUired to accommodate machine utilization
on expensive capital equipment and to accommodate long cycle times on steps such as curing of
subassemblies.
Also, in addition to the manufacturing challenge, the product line had a high variety and an
unpredictable demand. The unpredictable demand was due to the newness of the product and
market. Furthermore, the customers demanded a fast delivery of product. The high variety and
unpredictable demand made it difficult to hold the appropriate inventory. All of the factors put an
extra demand on the manufacturing plant. The market conditions required fast turnaround without
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dependence on inventory. The process cycle time had many constraints as described above. The
manufacturing personnel had to deal with this at the same time that they were learning a new
complex process.
The product was manufactured· at the Remote Plant. This plant contained one piece of critical
equipment for this process. The site manufactures many high volume products and some
complex products. The site is about 1000 miles from the engineering team. Several new pieces of
production equipment were developed specifically for this product.
The engineering manager discussed the selection of the manufacturing site. The automated
placement equipment was essential to the product. Also, in this managers experience, transfer to
the Remote Plant had a good chance for success. A recent new product introduction at this plant
had been successful. The product used the same piece of automated placement equipment, had
dense circuits and some new functions. That earlier product did not have the same level of
manufacturing complexity or the same level of volatility in demand. Still it was a good comparison.
The manager had additional experience with a previous product redesign. The manufacturing was
first set up as a prototype in the Local Plant. Then it was transferred to the Remote Plant for full-
scale production. The step was not successful. The prototype production did not appear to help
the start up in Remote Plant. The level of start up problems were what would be expected of a
first time start up. Given this experience and the presence of key manufacturing equipment,
production at the Remote Plant appeared to be appropriate.
Production was started at the Remote Plant in the early stages of the project. Therefore, the
product was still in its initial market launch when the first production occurred at the Remote
Plant. The engineering team sent a representative from the engineeing team to the plant.
However, because the product was still in the early market stage, there still was a need to further
develop the product line. So, the engineeing team could not focus solely on production. As a
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result, the engineers would share time at the plant. Travel from headquarters to the plant
consumed about a day. Because of this distance, the engineers would spend one to two weeks at
the plant on a typical trip;
The product marketing launch was very successful. However, in its early stages the volume was
still low as compared to established products in the plant. Also, demand was unpredictable for the
many product variations. This placed demands on the automated equipment that were outside of
standard operating procedures. The equipment was now needed for many small production runs
and the high set up times caused a decline in equipment utilization.
As the product gained success in the market, the manufacturing process was not as successful.
The new processes were not running smoothly. The batch processing caused scheduling
problems for the manufacturing team. The engineering manager stated that the complexity of the
product and process were limiting its success. He said that even looking back, it would have been
hard to anticipate the complexity of the scheduling and of the process.
As product sales continued to grow, production struggled to keep pace. At one point the line was
only producing 60% of what was needed in a shift. Still, compared to other lines in the plant, this
new product was low in volume. Product quality improvement goals were not being consistently
met.
The plant manager viewed the product as still being developed by engineering. It was interfering
with the normal business of the plant. The transfer from the engineering team to the plant was not
progressing in a manner that was satisfactory to either the engineering or plant teams. The plant
people believed that product and tooling design changes were needed. ConverselyI the
engineering team believed that improved control was needed on the existing processes. While all
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parties agreed that some improvements to both design and process control were needed, neither
party was able to commit the resources to break through to the required level of performance.
The Remote Plant did not have the resources that were needed to launch this new product and
processes. This is not unusual with a new product. The development team typically provides
support to get through the start up process, and train the local staff to take over. However, in this
case more time was required to get through the start up process. There were more new
processes to start up. The engineering team was also being stretched by the high level of
marketing and product application support that was required because of the innovation in those
areas. Also, when the engineering team did desire to train the local staff and move on they were
faced with a mismatch in skills. Many technical people worked in the plant. However, for example,
some of the skills were new to the company and did not come easily to someone who had been
working with electronics circuits of a different type. Language also became a complicating factor
as the interchange became more critical and intense. Resources were an issue for both
engineering and the plant. The plant staff was stretched and therefore needed a high level of
support. The engineering team was stretched to provide support.
The engineering team also recognized an issue of conflicting goals. They were attempting to
develop a new market, product family and related production processes. The manufacturing plant
was attempting to support high volume production for many of the core products of the company's
existing business. The engineering manager observed that the metrics of the plant were not
significantly affected by this project. (later note by contrast, that the Saturn project had such a big
impact on the plant metrics that a new report was developed for the plant as not to lose sight of
the eXisting business in the facility. Also when Mercury was moved to the Local Plant, it had a
significant impact on metrics for the facility.)
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Finally, the distance put a strain on the engineering support and the interface. If it sUddenly
became apparent that a scheduled one-week trip was going to turn into many weeks, the strain on
the engineering team was increased. If the plant needed help after an engineering team member
had just left the facility, they found it a struggle to get help. The engineering team would be
reluctant to spend another trip to the plant when other pressures were building at the R&D office.
The team viewed some of these issues and questioned if enough resources had been committed
to make this transfer successful.
Mercury move to Local Plant
It was generally recognized that there was a need for some change for the Mercury project. The
production process was not up to speed. If this continued it could soon become a limitation to
growth of product sales. As the Engineering Manager pointed out, "It was now urgent for the
project to be successful". More resources needed to be applied to improve the process. Also
manufacturing at the Remote Plant was interfering with that plants primary goals. In particular, it
tied up the automated placement equipment. The Mercury. project's high variety of products was
better suited to the Local plant.
Many new conditions were right for a transfer to the Local Plant. First, another building had
become available. So, there was a place to put the Mercury line. By this time, the requirements
for the automated placement equipment had grown to the point of justifying another set of
equipment. And, with the new building, there was space for the new equipment. Finally, the
Saturn line was up and running. So, the plant and engineering teams were ready for another
challenge.
Two key members, of the Mercury team, noted that the technology was more rugged by the time it
was moved to the Local Plant. One said, "We had improved the process window." The team had
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learned more at the Remote Plant and was able to apply it at the Local Plant. The Saturn team
was also able to contribute based on what they had learned about automation to the Mercury
project.
Once the new building was fitted with new automated placement equipment, then the transition to
the Local Plant could begin. First, the Remote Plant started a buildup of inventory. Then, some
partial production was started at the Local Plant. Finally, the Remote Plant stopped production
and shipped the remaining tooling to the Local Plant. During this time a New Manufacturing
Engineering team had been established at the Local Plant. This included some members of the
Saturn project, some members of the Mercury project and a few new members. The plant
selected experienced personnel to staff the line. However, during this initial startup, the plant
personnel took their daily directions from the New Manufacturing Engineering team.
The New Manufacturing Engineering team set up the production equipment and improved the
process performance and control. They also addressed the process flow issues. In some cases
batching could be reduced or eliminated. In other cases systems were set up to manage the work
in process. Some processes were automated. As the engineering manager noted, "we would not
have been able to support that automation at the Remote Plant".
At the same time other improvements were made. The troublesome board level tester was totally
rebuilt. The Mercury team had wanted to do this while the product was at Remote Plant. However,
the investment was not made at the time.
The Local Plant was only a 20-mile drive from the headquarters. Therefore, the engineering team
was now able to spend more time at the plant. They were also more able to deal with changes to
the manufacturing schedule. A delay of one day in starting the production run was no big deal
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when they just had to make a 30-minute trip, instead of an 8-hour trip. This also made the
engineering team more responsive if there was a technical problem on the line.
The overall team dynamics improved. The manufacturing engineering and plant teams
contributed as noted above. The engineering team became more willing to make design changes
to improve manufacturing.
The Operations Manager noted, "continuous improvement gets support from the plant. The
distance to the Remote Plant, hindered this continuous improvement." The new manufacturing
engineering team leader noted, "We need to produce product for sale and for testing the redesign
of the process at the same time." Conditions at the Remote Plant were not favorable to this.
Finally, at Local Plant the Mercury line had a large impact on the performance metrics of the
facility. Mercury had a major impact, on the Quality, Delivery and Cost goals of the facility. The
overall result was that the performance metrics improved in all areas. The product continued to
perform well in the market. A project was started to again redesign the product and process for
further manufacturing improvements.
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Discussion and .Analysis
Goal Compatibility
Ginn and Rubenstein suggested that goal incompatibility is the primary barrier to a successful
transfer. With respect to the sUbject projects, three elements of goal compatibility were identified.
First, the basic mission of the plant must be considered with respect to the basic mission of the
project. These must be evaluated for fundamental conflicts. In the case of Saturn, this was an
issue. The plant mission was to support custom products and new products during their
development. The goal of this project was to set up an automated high volume line. In fact the
management team recognized this conflict and redefined the plant mission statement as the
project was being developed.
There also was a conflict in basic goals with the Mercury project at the Remote Plant. The
Remote Plant had a mission to support high volume production for both high tech and low-tech
products. The Mercury product still required many prototype and special runs which was in
conflict with the plants normal operation. This product was placed at the Remote Plant, in part,
because the plant had the necessary production equipment. Also, the product was expected to
grow into a high volume product. In other words, in the long term, there was good goal
compatibility. However, there was an immediate goal incompatibility, which became a critical
limiting factor. The critical piece of production equipment, was also needed to support several
high volume products in the plant. The plant objective was to keep the machine utilization very
high. By contrast the new product required a high mix of products and frequent change over of the
equipment. This demand for flexibility over utilization also put a stress on other parts of the
plant/engineering relationship. The plant was geared to focus on production of products in steady
state, while the engineering team was still experimenting and the market was still developing for
the product.
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The Mercury interviewees placed a high level of importance on goal compatibility. Both
engineering and the Plant Manager expressed that there was goal incompatibility. They also
expressed the view that this goal incompatibility was a significant factor in the lack of success of
the project at that plant. By contrast the Local plant goals were much more in line with the project
goals and conditions.
The mission of the Local plant was to support high mix custom products and to support new
developments. This mission was in good alignment with the project goals. Therefore, once it
became appropriate for the company to add the key manufacturing equipment at the local plant,
the Mercury product was successfully transferred to that plant.
A second element was found to be relevant in these cases. This element is the Visibility of the
project specific metrics in the plant. The metrics of the new project performance need to be visible
in the plant. Mercury provides an example. A key performance metric is end of line quality. In the
Remote Plant, the Mercury volume was relatively low. Therefore, the quality of this line did not
weigh heavily on the overall performance of the plant. A standard quality analysis would focus
resources on the "vital few" issues elsewhere in the plant. By comparison, when the project
moved to the Local Plant, its quality performance had a significant impact on the overall plant
metrics. In the case of Saturn, the volume was so high relative to the rest of the plant that it totally
overshadowed the performance of the plant. In order to prevent important data, elsewhere in the
plant, from being overlooked, a separate production quality report was maintained for Saturn. The
effect was that Saturn was reported as its own plant. While this caused some confusion in
management review, it served the purpose of making the metrics for both visible.
A third element of goal compatibility is the relative level of performance of the project compared to
the standard level of performance for the plant. Above we discussed the quality metric example.
The Saturn numbers would overshadow the plant numbers regardless of if they were better or
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worse than the plant metrics. However, expectations and dynamics change depending on the
relative level of the project performance compared to the plant. The Local plant had many unique
low volume processes. Saturn was a high volume process, designed with aggressive quality
goals in mind. By working to achieve these goals, the plant also improved the overall plant metric.
(as noted above these measures were not immediately reported an aggregate number.) In this
type of case the project team is really pulling the plant along toward a new level of performance.
In this case the plant people were motivated to pull in the same direction.
It is also possible that the new project quality level is not up to the plant standards. In this case,
the plant may be trying to push the project team to improve quality performance. In this case the
dynamics would be different than in the Saturn case.
Collocation
The qualitative data of the interviews supports Allen's theory. In the Saturn project, there were
frequent face-to-face meetings between production and the engineering team. At one point, as it
became necessary to ramp up the production volume, meetings were held every hour. The line
leader, line technician, Quality Assurance technician, and Supervisor would hold a stand up
meeting to make sure they were on track for the hour with production and quality goals. If there
were any issues that reqUired the engineering teams' attention, they would be called into the
meeting immediately. This would not have been so readily accomplished if that engineering
person were not within sight. Another example can be sited to support Allen's theory. The project
leader found that communication with a senior manager at the company became more difficult
and less frequent then it had been before the engineering team moved into the plant. Before, the
engineering team had been located in the same building and down one floor from the senior
manager. The senior manager would regUlarly walk through the engineering team's area, to check
their progress. Also at times the engineering leader would wait outside of the senior manager's
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office to give an update or obtain approval. After the move, these meetings became less frequent.
Also, the round trip now consumed one-hour, so the expectations were higher at anyone
meeting. This tended to make them more formal.
The Mercury project also supported Allen's theory. The frequency of informal communication did
increase when the production was moved to the Local Plant from the Remote Plant. Furthermore,
this concept of increased expectations was even more noticeable and created greater tension in
this project. For example, an engineering team member could spend an entire day traveling to the
Remote Plant. If they arrived at the plant the next day and found that the scheduled production
would not begin for another day, then this was a major disruption to their plans. The first reaction
might be to talk to the plant manager to attempt to change the schedule. Their expectations were
very high and they found it difficult to be flexible under these conditions. By contrast the same
situation at the Local Plant, resulted in a different response. The engineer might still attempt to
change the schedule. However, the stakes would be lower. The engineer would have the option to
use some time at the plant to address other issues and then return to the headquarters for the
remainder of the day. Less than one hour of total travel time was at stake. This also resulted in
different expectations from the plant employees. If they had a problem with a piece of the
production equipment for the new project just after the engineer had left to catch a flight home,
then this became a major issue. They knew that the engineer would not be back for weeks. At the
Local Plant they could be more forgiving of this situation, becalJ.se they knew they could have the
engineer back the next day or even the same day if necessary. Overall this lowered tensions
between the groups and increased cooperative problem solving.
Rafii said that frequent communication was not necessarily valuable communication. The case
studies did not yield examples to support this. However. as will be discussed later the plant can
become overly dependent on the engineering team.
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Rafii also stated that oral communication can lead to sloppy record keeping. In the Saturn project,
there was some lack of documentation, which may be attributable to the collocation. The
collocation also may have led to more frequent machine and process adjustments and possible
lower rate of full documentation of these processes. This can happen in the following manner. If
the engineer needs to document a change and send it to the plant for implementation, they may
be reluctant to try the change. If however, they can walk out onto the line and make the changes
with the production team then they might do this more readily. They can always document the
change after they prove to themselves that it works. Furthermore, they are likely to experiment on
the line and find further changes. This can lead to a series of changes and tests. It can also lead
to omissions in documentation. There was some evidence of this issue with the Saturn transfer.
While, experimenting on the line may increase the risk of sloppy record keeping, it can be very
beneficial. Vasconcellos determined that if testing new products paralyzes production, then
transfer is impeded.
The Saturn project leader said that there was no substitute for being there. He stated that time
might have been wasted over the phone retracing basic steps because of the assumption that the
plant team must be doing something wrong. Collocation created an atmosphere like the "factory
as a learning lab" as described by Leonard Barton (6). In this environment, it would immediately
be all hands on deck to solve a problem. Each problem was considered an opportunity (and a
necessity) to learn and improve. The Mercury team stated that they had difficulty troubleshooting
problems over the phone, with the Remote plant. They stated that the troUbleshooting improved
when the production moved to the Local Plant, because the team could move between the plant
and R&D office easily. This facilitated experimentation. Both teams also developed a good report
with the production teams at the local facility.
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As Rafii suggests, the isolation of the Saturn team, from the remainder of the R&D teams, had the .
potential to hamper thediffusion of the learning to the rest of the organization. To aid this diffusion
on later Advanced Manufacturing projects, a Manufacturing Forum was established. Periodic
meetings were arranged to review new manufacturing technologies. Team members would
present their work to engineering representatives from throughout the company. The Mercury
project at the Local Plant benefited from this process.
The Saturn project also provides an example of the importance of collocation during the early part
of a project. There were many unknowns as construction of the assembly line began at the plant.
First, by being located in the plant, the engineering team built up a trust with the people in the
plant. Also, they were able to be immediately involved in all issues regarding the line. They were
able to be part of every stage and trial involved with the start up. In the early stages, there were
basic challenges of building the first product on each new piece of automated equipment as it was
installed. In the later stages the company was counting on the line to build and support the full
volume of customer orders. At this time the engineers rolled up their sleeves and helped the
production team meet the production goals.
Eventually the production and operation of the equipment became more routine. At this point it
was important for the production team to take total ownership of the line. However, they were
somewhat dependent on haVing the engineering team at their side. The engineering team was
then moved to a separate building on the same site. This distance helped to force the
independence of the production team.
Of the three cases studied, the two successful transfers were to the Local plant. Therefore, it is
possible to conclude that location alone determines success. However, the study provided
evidence that conflicts with this conclusion. The Local plant manager provided an example of an
unsuccessful transfer to the Local plant. The Engineering manager, for the Mercury -project,
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provided examples of a successful transfer direct to the Remote plant and of an unsuccessful
staged transfer. In the staged transfer, the Local plant was used as a transition to the Remote
plant. These examples indicate that there are more factors, than location, involved in success.
Complexity
Souder and Padmanabhan identified 'technology is too complex' as a barrier to transfer. The
Saturn project had the potential to fall into this category. The manufacturing technology was new
and relatively complex. However, it did not become a significant issue. The engineer's desks were
immediately adjacent to the line. Any time, that there was a problem, they were right there to dig
in. If it were a technology issue, then the team would work on a resolution. The production team
would then take up the challenge to execute that solution. The technology was certainly complex,
but it did not reach the stage of being perceived as "too complex".
In review of the Mercury project at the Remote Plant, several team members cited complexity as
a key issue and reason why the product was moved to another plant. There were several
technical issues that were complex and new. The team did not believe the plant was ready to
support this complexity. Furthermore, the distance and obligations at headquarters prevented the
team from providing the necessary support at this plant.
When the Mercury project moved to the Local Plant the complexity of the technology did not
change. However, there was some advantage of experience with the technology within the
company. Also, at the Local Plant, the available support did increase.
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Top level champion support
The Saturn project did benefit from top level champion support. The project was considered to be
strategically important. This became a positive motivation to several people. They wanted to be
successful in their role with the project. For the project team it was a technical and project
management challenge. They took great personal pride in the outcome of this project. The plant
team also took pride in the outcome. In this case the project team and leader, the plant and plant
manager, and the purchasing group all reported to the same executive. He was one of the top-
level champions for the project. This dedication and determination flowed down through these
organizations. This dedication also resulted in strong involvement and support from experienced
people in the plant. Experienced people were involved either full time or part time.
The Mercury project also had Top Level Champion Support. However, it had other barriers that
prevented it from being fully successful in the Remote Plant.
Resources
The availability of resources played a key role in all of these transfers. In Saturn, a team of
engineers was dedicated to the project and to the plant. The plant dedicated key technical and
production staff to the project. The plant layout was revised to free about 25% of the floor space to
the project. The plant manager also started a third shift to free up key machine time in preparation
for this new production line. The management, purchasing and operations teams all dedicated
resources to setting up the supporting systems. Also there was a significant investment into
capital for this project.
With Mercury at the Remote Plant, the engineering team committed an engineer to the plant on a
rotating basis. However, the team was stretched by their commitment to development of new
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product variations as well as to the production start up. The plant did not have the resources to
deal with some of the new technology issues. The plant was also stretched by the machine time
requirements of the product. By the time of the move, addition resources of space and equipment
had become available at the local plant. Also more people were available for the project, both
because of the proximity to headquarters and because of the status of other projects.
Other issues
There were several other issues identified from the interviews. The importance of 'buy in' from the
teams was identified. This issue was also discussed with the topic of collocation. The teams
found that collocation improved the level of buy in from the plant. Communication was also
identified as important. Again, the issue of communication has been documented with the topic of
collocation. The Mercury team also noted that communication was hampered at the Remote Plant
because not all of the members of the Remote Plant were English speaking.
In Table 3, a summary of key issues is presented. These are the key issues, which were identified
through the interviews for these three cases.
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Case Study Key Issues· identified from interviews
Number of Occurrences
Issue
Saturn Mercury Total
Location 3 4 7
Management
Support 2 4 6
Complexity 0 4 4
Facility Resources 0 4 4
Goal Compatibility 0 2 2
Buy in 2 1 3
Engineering
Support 0 2 2
Communication 2 0 2
Language 0 2 2
Ability to do
testing on line 1 0 1
Develop new
processes off line 0 1 1
Early involvement
of plant in project 1 0 1
Monthly review
board 1 0 1
Other issues:
• Training
• Leave behind champion
• Team autonomy/ability to make decisions
• Synergy
• Infrastructure
Table 3
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Predictions of the models
As described in the Method, each interviewee was asked to rate the project performance in 28
key areas. These were areas defined in the literature as being important factors in the success of
a transfer. For each project, an average rating was determined based on the individual responses
for that project. The results are presented in Table 4.
Souder and Padmanabhan provide a model to predict the probability of success. While the Ginn
& Rubenstein and Vasconcellos papers do not provide models, an estimation of success can also
be made based on these papers. An estimation of the probability of success for each project was
made and the results are presented in Table 5. These estimations were made using the
information provided in the papers and the ratings shown in Table 4.
As shown in Table 5, the Souder and Padmanabhan model predicts a high probability of success
for Saturn and Mercury at the Local Plant. It predicts a low probability of success for the Mercury
transfer to the Remote Plant. Also, as shown in Table 5, estimations based on the Ginn &
Rubenstein and Vasconcellos papers yield the same predictions.
According to the Souder and Padmanabhan model, the Saturn transfer actually had several
barriers to overcome. However, it also has a high level of the promoters identified by the authors.
The Mercury transfer, to the Local Plant, actually had less barriers to overcome. This is because
the team had learned many things at the Remote Plant and made some improvements to the
technology. The Mercury transfer also had less promoters than Saturn~ Both result in a high
probability of success. The Mercury transfer to the Remote Plant had the highest level of barriers
to overcome and the lowest level of promoters.
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Rating of projects in Key Issues from Literature
Rated by interviewees - average of group is shown in table
Issue (The primary reference for each issue is show Saturn Mercury Mercury
in parenthesis) at Remote at Local
Plant Plant
Conflict (4) Low High Low
Goal Compatibility (4) High Low High
Uncertainty (4) High High* Low
Power exerted (4) Medium* High Medium*
Manufacturing reward for innovation (4) High Low High*
Communication effectiveness (12) High Low High
R&D Goals known by manufacturing (12) High High High
Ability to do testing on the line (12) High High* High
Staffing by plant adequate (11) Medium Low* High
Technology rugged (11) Medium Low High*
Technology complex (11) High High High
Plant fear of disruption (11) Medium High Low
Plant preoccupation with other problems (11) Low High Low
Top level Champion support (11) High High High
Manufacturing involvement at design stage (11) High Low Low
R&D and Manufacturing involvement in High Low Low
Vendor selection (11)
Vendor involvement in training (11) Medium* NA NA
Early involvement of vendor (11) Medium* Medium* Medium*
In plant involvement by engineering team (11) High High* High
Experienced plant engineering involvement (11) Low* Low High
Level of informal communication between High Low High
engineering team and plant (2)
Level of documentation (10) Low Medium Medium
Transfer of learning to rest of company (10) High* NA NA
Decision making authority of team (10) High Low High
Schedule performance Medium Medium* High
Product quality High Low High
Use of e-mail Low Low Medium*
Use of face to face meetings High Low High
*There were significantly different opinions on these issues
Table 4
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Probability of Success
Project success as projected by the literature
Saturn Mercury at Mercury at Local
Remote Plant Plant
Souder & .75 .25 .75
Padmanabhan
Ginn & High Low High
Rubenstein
Vasconcellos High Low High
Actual success Yes No Yes
Note: Souder and Padmanabhan present an actual model and method to project a probability of
success. The survey information from the interviewees was used to obtain an average rating for
each project in each barrier and promoter. The probabilities, for the otherauthors, were estimated
based on the key issues defined by the authors and the ratings applied by the interviewees.
Table 5
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Ginn & Rubenstein present goal incompatibility as the primary barrier to transfer. This is
consistent with the cases studied. In the successful transfers. goal compatibility was established.
In the unsuccessful transfer goals remained incompatible. Of the four tools presented. the
projects could be differentiated on the bases of two of those.. The other two tools. participation
stressed during goal setting and new products emphasized for growth, were not differentiating
factors between the projects.
Vasconcellos presents two barriers that are differentiating factors between the successful and
unsuccessful transfers. in the cases studied. These are 'lack of communication' and 'production
resists innovation'. He presents four tools to facilitate transfer. 'R&D units close to production' is
one tool that differentiates between successful and unsuccessful projects. There also was a
varying amount of production involvement in the design of the plan.
This small test appears to demonstrate that the models can be used to predict the probability of
success for the transfers. The critical next step is to determine how to improve the probability of
success for any particular transfer. This can be done using literature to determine the key areas
for improvement. However. anyone piece of literature does not present all of the key issues
identified in these studies. For example, while the Souder and Padmanabhan model does
accurately predict the outcomes. it does not address some of the key issues in these cases. Goal
compatibility is not discussed. In plant involvement is discussed. but not to the degree suggested
by the cases. Later in this paper a list of factors, compiled from the literature and these cases, is
presented.
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Conclusions and Recommendations
Saturn Project
The Saturn project was successful because many key elements came together. The collocation of
the engineering team in the plant was the most important factor in success of the Saturn project.
This led to good communication with the plant team, a mutual respect, and fostered good
teamwork. Collocation made problems very real for the engineering team and caused them to
deal with issues immediately. It also allowed them to experiment on the line more readily.
While Collocation helps communication, collocation, in itself, does not assure good
communication. In the Saturn project, there was very good communication. Both Collocation and
Goal compatibility contributed to communication. Good communication was key to the successful
transfer of the project. For example, this communication meant that the engineering team knew
what the key issues were for the plant. Therefore, they were able to properly prioritize their work.
The communication also yielded unexpected results. For example, the engineering team leader
and plant manager also got into unexpected discussions about related topics, from production
scheduling to recruiting new hires. These discussions often yielded new ideas.
Goal Compatibility was not initially raised as a key factor by any of the interviewees. However, it
was a key factor. The goals of the plant did match the project in many ways. The mission of the
facility was to support new developments. However, there was a significant potential for conflict.
This new production line was to be very high volume. This would conflict with the very flexible
nature of the plant. The management team recognized this incompatibility and amended the plant
mission statement accordingly. The plant team continued to be aware of the potential for conflict.
Therefore, they were able to adapt to the amended mission of the plant and project. The
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management team also identified the key resource requirements and supplied sufficient
resources to allow the project success.
Finally, all of these factors interact and create a whole which is greater than the sum of the parts.
Collocation improves communication. Goal Compatibility improves communication. In the
following conclusion, from the plant manager, Collocation and Communication improve Goal
Compatibility.
He noted that, as the customer, the plant could not write every requirement into the specifications.
liThe needs evolved and became apparent over the course of the project." By living in the plant,
the team was able to adapt to these requirements as they evolved.
Mercury at Remote Plant
The Mercury project transfer to the Remote Plant was ultimately not successful and the
production was moved to the Local plant. Goal compatibility was the most important factor in this
transfer. The Remote Plant was required to support several high volume and complex products.
Also, a piece of automated assembly equipment, used by the Mercury project, was also needed
for other production in the plant. The plant depended on high utilization from this piece of
equipment. The conflict of these goals was not sufficiently resolved. Conflicts resulted on many
levels.
While location was an important issue for this project, it is possible that the location issue could
have been overcome. The engineering team did make a significant attempt to deal with the
location issue. During the transfer, they rotated people from the engineering team to the Remote
plant. This was helpful. It is likely that it would have been more productive if the Goal
compatibility were resolved.
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Still, the rotation of people from the engineering team has limitations. At any given time a situation
may call for a specific skill possessed by an individual on the engineering team. That person may
be more than 1000 miles away at the time. Also as noted the distance resulted in higher
expectations with any visit. The distance made every visit a more significant event for both the
plant and the engineering team. Therefore the expectations were higher and tolerance for
misunderstandings was lower. For example, if an engineering team member was called to a "false
emergency" at the plant, this would be less tolerable with the plant 1000 miles away than if the
plant had been 20 miles away. It is easy to imagine how both the higher expectations and the
Goal Incompatibility could lead to increased conflicts.
The resources at the Remote plant were also stretched. As mentioned the equipment utilization
was under a strain. In addition the people resources were strained. This complex new product
required a higher level of support than the existing products in the plant. The equipment
resources were likely one of the most important factors in the transfer of this product. It may have
been possible to alleviate this to some degree, through the addition of appropriate people to
squeeze higher utilization from the equipment.
Again, as in the Saturn project, the key factors interact. The rate of utilization of resources for the
Mercury Project was higher than for other products in the Remote Plant. (So, resource availability
was, in a sense related to the Goal Incompatibility of the Remote Plant and the Project.) The
complexity of this product caused the increased resource requirements. The injection of additional
resources into the Remote Plant could have helped overcome some of the barriers. However, the
distance from Headquarters made it difficult to inject more people.
While the Goal Incompatibility and the level of resource requirements were not apparent at the
beginning of the project, they became apparent over time.
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Mercury at Local Plant
The addition of automated manufacturing equipment to the Local Plant was essential to the
transfer of the Mercury project. This had become practical recently because additional space had
become available at the Local Plant and because the overall company machine time
requirements had grown to a level that supported additional equipment. At the Local Plant, the
Mercury Project had priority on this equipment.
Technical support resources were also greatly increased at the Local Plant. The engineering team
was closer and could supply more support. The Manufacturing Engineering Team supplied people
who were stationed in the plant, so they were always close by to supply help. Also the
Manufacturing Engineering team took responsibility for the key processes.
The location of the plant was important. But as noted above the most important aspect of this
location was the availability of technical support. This would have been difficult to supply at the
Remote Plant. The location did also increase the interaction of the engineering team with the
plant team. However, the interaction was not to the level (and did not produce the unexpected
benefits) that was experienced in the Saturn Project. It is likely that this was because the Mercury
team was still 20 miles away, while the Saturn team lived directly in the plant.
The Goal Compatibility was high at the Local Plant and this did help the success of the transfer.
The Local plant was better able to support the product, since the level of resource utilization was
more similar to other products in the plant, than for the Remote plant. The Local plant was also
more accustomed to the high mix and frequent changeover requirements. As noted, the product
metrics were also more visible in the Local plant.
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It is also important to note that the Mercury team had learned throughout the time of production at
the Remote Plant. By the time of the transfer to the Local Plant, the product and the process were
more rugged. It is also important to note that manufacturing success was a necessity at that time
because the commercial success of the product was growing. However, despite these improved
conditions, there were other key factors that can be credited with this successful transfer.
In summary, the Mercury project at the local plant was successful. The availability of resources
and compatibility of goals were the most important factors in this success. The location of the
plant with respect to the engineering team was also important. The location helped the project,
primarily, by improving the availability of key technical resources. It also increased the synergy
between the engineering and plant teams.
Evaluating future projects for success
Top management support is often noted as essential for project success. These three cases were
no exception. Top management support was noted as very important in all three cases. It was the
second most identified issue by the interviewees. It is not surprising that there was top
management support for all of these breakthrough projects. However, it was not a differentiating
factor. So, given that top management supports the project, the issue becomes how they can best
support the project. The key issues, identified in the literature and in these case studies, provide a
useful tool for evaluating a project predisposition for success. Table 6 provides a summary list of
these key issues. Managers can evaluate the conditions for the project in light of these issues.
This evaluation can highlight areas for attention. As Souder and Padmanabhan suggest, potential
barriers can be targeted for improvement or simply overcome by the application of many
promoters.
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Summary of Key issues
Key Issue Details
Goal Compatibility Basic Mission Compatibility - key issues for plant include;
reward for innovation, fear of disruption, focus on other problems
Visibility of Metrics
.
Relative level of project performance compared to plant performance
Location Need for Technical support - how close is necessary to provide this support
Living in the plant brings extra benefits - synergy, ability to adapt to evolving needs
Staged approach to collocation may be beneficial
Communication Consider the needs at stages
Rich communication
Lean communication
Resources People - skills and time for plant and engineering team
Equipment - machine time, changeovers, level of performance, ability to test on the line
Infrastructure
Management support Level of top management support
Decision making authority of the team
Availability of regular review with top management
Complexity Level of uncertainty
Rugged technology
Complexity of technology
Buy in Plant involvement in design
Vendor involvement in design
Table 6
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